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Neutrino physics shapes the
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where is the nucleon rest mass and g \ k/T is the degeneracy parameter with k the electron chemical potential. Them
Ndegeneracy parameter, g, is related to the electron fraction throughY
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In equations we have used the units in which the Planck constant +, the speed of light c, and the Boltzmann constant k(4)È(6),
are taken to be unity. It is easy to obtain the correct dimension of a physical quantity if one knows that +c\ 197.33 MeV fm.
For example, in normal units would beequation (6) Y

e
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N
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where and are the rates for the forward and reverse reactions in the following equations :j
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, j½ep, je`n
, j

e~p
l
e
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Given the input neutrino physics (i.e., the expressions of and the initial conditions at the neutron starq5 , j
len

, j½ep, je`n
, j

e~p
),

surface, and the boundary conditions at the shock wave, we can think of equations as a complete set of equations for an(1)È(7)
““ eigenvalue ÏÏ problem of in the neutrino-driven wind. Sometimes it is convenient to think of these equations as describingM0
a Lagrangian mass element moving away from the neutron star with velocity v(r). In this case, we can introduce a time
variable with being some initial reference radius. Then the derivative with respect to t is equivalent to v(d/dr).t \ /

r0
r dr/v(r), r0

3. ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION OF THE NEUTRINO-DRIVEN WIND

It is helpful to estimate the general conditions of a neutrino-driven wind before providing a detailed description. The ejecta
leave the neutron star surface with a small, very subsonic initial velocity. In order to escape to large radii, a nucleon has to
gain enough energy from the neutrino Ñux to overcome its gravitational potential at the neutron star surface. For a typical
neutron star, the mass is and the radius is R D 10 km. The amount of energy provided by neutrino heating for aM D 1.4 M

_
,

nucleon has to be at least MeV. Because the neutrino Ñux decreases as r~2 away from the neutron star, weDGMm
N
/R D 200

expect that most of the heating takes place close to the neutron star. The surface temperature of a nascent neutron star is
several MeV, and the thermal kinetic energy of a nucleon close to the neutron star is of the same order. Since the initial
velocity of the nucleon is also small, the nucleon is incapable of carrying the amount of energy obtained from the neutrino
Ñux. Almost all of this energy has to go into photon radiation and relativistic electron-positron pairs. This is consistent with
the neutrino heating processes. In the absorption of and essentially all the neutrino energy goes into the producedl

e
l6
e
,

electron or positron. Neutrino-antineutrino annihilation produces electron-positron pairs, and neutrino-electron scattering
also transfers neutrino energy directly to electrons and positrons. Therefore, the ejecta become dominated by radiation a short
distance above the neutron star. The energy initially stored in photon radiation and electron-positron pairs is converted into
the mechanical energy of the nucleons at much larger radii, where temperatures are low.

In terms of the local thermodynamic conditions, the dominance of radiation means that and g > 1. This is clearT 3 ? o/m
Nfrom equations Under these conditions, it is convenient to introduce a thermodynamic quantity(4)È(6).
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where is the temperature in MeV, and is the density in 108 g cm~3. It is easy to see from equations that S is theTMeV o8 (4)È(6)
entropy per baryon in relativistic particles for g \ 0. The ejecta become dominated by radiation when S ? 1.

3.1. Input Neutrino Physics
We now calculate the heating and cooling rates resulting from interactions between the neutrino Ñux and the material in

the ejecta. We assume that neutrinos are emitted from a neutrinosphere with radius At radius one only seesR
l
. r [R

l
,

neutrinos within the solid angle subtended by the neutrinosphere at this radius. Because the neutrino interaction cross
sections have a power-law dependence on neutrino energy, the heating rates can be cast in terms of the neutrino luminosity
and various neutrino energy moments, without specifying a particular neutrino energy distribution. Our approach here thus
parallels the pioneering analytic calculations of the supernova mechanism by Bethe (1993).

The most important heating and cooling processes are those given in equations and i.e., neutrino absorption and(8a) (8b),
electron capture on free nucleons. The speciÐc heating rate due to neutrino absorption is
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where is a function of radius, is AvogadroÏs number, is the individual neutrino luminosity in 1051x \ (1 [ R
l
2/r2)1@2 NA L

l,51ergs s~1, is the neutrinosphere radius in 106 cm, and is an appropriate neutrino energy in MeV, deÐned throughR
l6 e

l,MeV e
l
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The condition in is called the quasi-equilibrium (QSE) condition. This is because, under this condition,equation (74)
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is the instantaneous equilibrium value at time t. From the rates and discussions in we see that, for MeV, and° 5.1, T [ 1 j1 j2are dominated by the rate(s) for neutrino absorption on free nucleons. Consequently, and assumes ad(j1/j2)/dt B 0, Y
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for MeV et al.T [ 1 (Qian 1993).
The given by would be the Ðnal value of in the ejecta if equations and were valid for allY

e,f equation (77) Y
e

(7) (68)
temperatures. However, as we have discussed before, free nucleons begin to be bound into a-particles and heavier nuclei at
T \ 1 MeV (cf. Therefore, equations and are to be replaced byeq. [62]). (7) (68)
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rates for neutrino absorption on a-particles and heavier nuclei, and all the electron capture rates, compared with the neutrino
absorption rates on free nucleons. We have also assumed where is the mass fraction ofY
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is mathematically identical to At the transition from to we haveEquation (78) equation (68). equation (68) equation (78),
and From the general solution given in we can easily showY
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is satisÐed. From the expression for we see that the QSE condition in depends on how fast is changing. Inj1@ , equation (80) X
Nturn, the rate at which changes is determined by the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic conditions in the ejecta (cf.X

N
eq.

[62]).
Typically, the QSE condition in is no longer met whenequation (80)
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At this point, the neutrino absorption reactions are not frequent enough to change any more, and ““ freezes ÏÏ out at theY
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Therefore, if the QSE condition for is still satisÐed when a signiÐcant fraction of the material is in a-particles andequation (78)
heavier nuclei, the Ðnal in the ejecta will deviate from given in The inÑuence of a-particles and heavierY

e
Y
e,f equation (77).

nuclei on in the ejecta was Ðrst pointed out by & MeyerY
e

Fuller (1995).
Because the evolution of in the ejecta at T \ 1 MeV is coupled with the change in the nuclear composition of the ejecta,Y

eand depends sensitively on the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic conditions in the ejecta (cf. eqs. and we will[62] [81]),
follow numerically in the nucleosynthesis calculations to be presented in a separate paper et al. However,Y

e
(Ho†man 1996b).

whether the Ðnal in the ejecta is given by or mathematically, corresponds toY
e

equation (77) equation (82), Y
e
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barring the unlikely case where the QSE condition for holds until all the free nucleons disappear. The qualitativeequation (78)
feature of heavy-element nucleosynthesis depends crucially on whether or From equations andY

e
[ 0.5 Y

e
\ 0.5. (65a), (65b),

we see that neutrino luminosities and energy distributions have direct bearings on the nature of heavy-element nucleo-(83),
synthesis in supernovae.
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at where we have used the same correction factor introduced in to crudely account for the heating processesTeff, equation (21)
other than neutrino absorption on free nucleons. We note that, in general, this correction factor C should vary with radius, for
example, as the result of the increasing importance of relative to at higher entropies. However, for the purpose ofq5

le
q5
lNsimple analytic treatments, we will take C to be constant and subsequently derive its suitable value to be used in the analytic

estimates for the entropy per baryon, the dynamic timescale, and the mass outÑow rate in the wind.
Because hydrostatic equilibrium approximately holds in the subsonic region, we have
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where we have introduced a numerical factor b to account for the contribution to P from nonrelativistic free nucleons. For
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where and are the radius and entropy, respectively, corresponding to Hereafter, we use the subscript ““ e† ÏÏ toreff Seff Teff.denote parameters at the radius where reaches the maximum value. To proceed further, we make the following approx-q5
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The numerical factors in equations and are conveniently chosen to reÑect that the concerned quantities at are in(44) (45) reffthe ““ middle ÏÏ of some characteristic evolution. Using equations and we Ðnd(40a), (40b), (44), (45),
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The total entropy per baryon in the ejecta isStot
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In equations we have used the units in which the Planck constant +, the speed of light c, and the Boltzmann constant k(4)È(6),
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leave the neutron star surface with a small, very subsonic initial velocity. In order to escape to large radii, a nucleon has to
gain enough energy from the neutrino Ñux to overcome its gravitational potential at the neutron star surface. For a typical
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and various neutrino energy moments, without specifying a particular neutrino energy distribution. Our approach here thus
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SN neutrino-driven wind

Does this work?

• Yes
Meyer+1992, Woosley+1994
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r0
r dr/v(r), r0

3. ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION OF THE NEUTRINO-DRIVEN WIND

It is helpful to estimate the general conditions of a neutrino-driven wind before providing a detailed description. The ejecta
leave the neutron star surface with a small, very subsonic initial velocity. In order to escape to large radii, a nucleon has to
gain enough energy from the neutrino Ñux to overcome its gravitational potential at the neutron star surface. For a typical
neutron star, the mass is and the radius is R D 10 km. The amount of energy provided by neutrino heating for aM D 1.4 M

_
,

nucleon has to be at least MeV. Because the neutrino Ñux decreases as r~2 away from the neutron star, weDGMm
N
/R D 200

expect that most of the heating takes place close to the neutron star. The surface temperature of a nascent neutron star is
several MeV, and the thermal kinetic energy of a nucleon close to the neutron star is of the same order. Since the initial
velocity of the nucleon is also small, the nucleon is incapable of carrying the amount of energy obtained from the neutrino
Ñux. Almost all of this energy has to go into photon radiation and relativistic electron-positron pairs. This is consistent with
the neutrino heating processes. In the absorption of and essentially all the neutrino energy goes into the producedl

e
l6
e
,

electron or positron. Neutrino-antineutrino annihilation produces electron-positron pairs, and neutrino-electron scattering
also transfers neutrino energy directly to electrons and positrons. Therefore, the ejecta become dominated by radiation a short
distance above the neutron star. The energy initially stored in photon radiation and electron-positron pairs is converted into
the mechanical energy of the nucleons at much larger radii, where temperatures are low.

In terms of the local thermodynamic conditions, the dominance of radiation means that and g > 1. This is clearT 3 ? o/m
Nfrom equations Under these conditions, it is convenient to introduce a thermodynamic quantity(4)È(6).

S \ 11n2
45

T 3
(o/m

N
)
B 5.21

T MeV3
o8

, (9)

where is the temperature in MeV, and is the density in 108 g cm~3. It is easy to see from equations that S is theTMeV o8 (4)È(6)
entropy per baryon in relativistic particles for g \ 0. The ejecta become dominated by radiation when S ? 1.

3.1. Input Neutrino Physics
We now calculate the heating and cooling rates resulting from interactions between the neutrino Ñux and the material in

the ejecta. We assume that neutrinos are emitted from a neutrinosphere with radius At radius one only seesR
l
. r [R

l
,

neutrinos within the solid angle subtended by the neutrinosphere at this radius. Because the neutrino interaction cross
sections have a power-law dependence on neutrino energy, the heating rates can be cast in terms of the neutrino luminosity
and various neutrino energy moments, without specifying a particular neutrino energy distribution. Our approach here thus
parallels the pioneering analytic calculations of the supernova mechanism by Bethe (1993).

The most important heating and cooling processes are those given in equations and i.e., neutrino absorption and(8a) (8b),
electron capture on free nucleons. The speciÐc heating rate due to neutrino absorption is

q5
lN

\ q5
len

] q5 ½ep B 9.65NA[(1[ Y
e
)L

le,51 e
le,MeV2 ] Y

e
L ½e,51 e½e,MeV2 ]

1 [ x
R

l62
MeV s~1 g~1 , (10)

where is a function of radius, is AvogadroÏs number, is the individual neutrino luminosity in 1051x \ (1 [ R
l
2/r2)1@2 NA L

l,51ergs s~1, is the neutrinosphere radius in 106 cm, and is an appropriate neutrino energy in MeV, deÐned throughR
l6 e

l,MeV e
l
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SN neutrino-driven wind: oscillations

6

comparison on a nucleus by nucleus basis with data, it
would be preferable to include neutron-induced fission as
well. In the future, such rates may become available [58].
As stated above, the choice of fission daughter prod-

ucts can have a significant impact on the distribution of
final r-process element abundances. We examined two
models, symmetric fission where the two daughter prod-
ucts are taken to be as close to atomic weight and number
as possible, and asymmetric fission using daughter prod-
ucts suggested by Ref. [11], which takes the daughter
products to be about 40% and 60% of the mass of the
progenitor nucleus.
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FIG. 3: Electron fraction, Ye is plotted vs. TkeV for the wind
parameters in Fig. 1, with active-sterile neutrino mixing pa-
rameters of δm2 = 10 eV2 and sin2 2θv = 0.001. The appro-
priate neutrino interactions are turned off at TkeV = 850 for
the neutrino-nucleon interactions only and no neutrino inter-
actions cases. The Ye continues to increase even after heavy
element formation, due primarily to neutrino-nucleon inter-
actions.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is convenient to cast our results in the form of both
the electron fraction, Ye = p/(n+p), and abundance pat-
terns to allow for direct comparison with previous theo-
retical and experimental results. We begin with a calcu-
lation of electron fraction, Ye, since this is a key indicator
of r-process element production in the neutrino-driven
wind environment and it facilitates comparison with pre-
vious work over the neutrino mixing parameter region,
δm2 and sin2 2θν. We then discuss the implications of
our results and compare our calculated abundance pat-
terns with both solar data [59, 60] and halo star data [61].
We also compare neutrino mixing parameters favorable
to the rprocess against the parameter region that will be
probed by Mini-BooNE [62]. We pay particular atten-
tion to the effect of fission cycling since this process is a
determining factor in the behavior of the system.
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FIG. 4: An r-process pattern (blue line) producing only
the second and third of the three r-process peaks occurs in
the neutrino-driven wind when there is active-sterile neutrino
mixing. The dramatic impact of active-sterile neutrino oscil-
lations on the rprocess is seen immediately when contrasted
against the abundances produced without neutrino mixing
(red line). For the blue line neutrino mixing parameters of
δm2 = 2 eV2 and sin2 2θv = 7× 10−2 are used together with
same astrophysical conditions as in Fig. 1. The general fea-
tures of the r-process pattern above A ! 130 found in solar
system data [59] (black line) are reproduced when Ye " 0.3
at the onset of neutron capture element formation. The so-
lar data is scaled to the simulation such that the sum of the
A = 195 nuclides is 2.3 × 10−3.

A. Variation of Neutrino Mixing Parameters

A key indicator of whether the rprocess will occur is
the electron fraction, Ye, at the onset of neutron cap-
ture element formation. As described earlier, the α ef-
fect together with low entropy is a prominent cause of the
reduction of free neutrons, stifling the rprocess. Active-
sterile neutrino oscillations allow the α effect to be cir-
cumvented during the epoch of α particle formation as
electron neutrinos are converted to their sterile counter-
parts, preventing electron neutrino capture on neutrons,
and producing a neutron-rich environment.

Our reaction rate network self-consistently accounts for
the evolution of Ye throughout the duration of nucleosyn-
thesis of the mass element. We begin by comparing Ye

with a previous calculation, Fig. 7 of Ref. [41], at the
onset of heavy element formation (Fig. 1b) and find that
good agreement is reached. Then we further track the
Ye up to the point of neutron capture element formation,
TkeV ≈ 200, and we find that for Ye " 0.35 at this time,
the environment is sufficiently neutron-rich for a rprocess
to occur (Fig. 1a).

We note there is a slight increase of Ye between the two
times, as shown between the two panels of Fig. 1. Since
charged-current reactions affect the Ye as the mass el-
ement moves farther away from the protoneutron star,

Beun, McLaughlin, Surman, 
Hix 2006

Figure 9: Shows final abundances Y versus mass number A for simulations with no neutrino oscilla-
tions (green) and single-angle (red) and full multiangle (blue) oscillation calculations, both assuming
an inverted hierarchy. Scaled solar abundances (crosses) and the results of a simulation with neutrino
interactions turned off at T9 ∼ 9 (yellow) are shown for comparison. All four simulations use the
late-type density profile with entropy s/k = 200 and initial timescale τ = 18 ms.
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Duan, Friedland, McLaughlin, 
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decompression of cold, neutron-rich matter
Lattimer, Schramm 1974, 1976
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Fig. 1.—Density contours in the orbital plane of two snapshots of our calculation. The shaded region in the spiral arms marks the matter that will be ejected.

may be found elsewhere (Rosswog et al. 1999b). The main
result is that between a few times 10!3 and a few times 10!2

M, are ejected into space, and this is strongly dependent on
the initial neutron star spins. If all the material consists of rapid
neutron capture nuclei in solar proportions, this is consistent
with what is needed to explain all the observed r-process ma-
terial in the Galaxy exclusively by NSMs. Here we basically
want to attack the remaining question (i.e., question 3) and
discuss it, together with possible uncertainties.

2. CALCULATIONS

A few milliseconds after the neutron stars have come into
contact, three different morphological regions have formed:
(1) a rapidly spinning central object of 2.5–3 M,, which will
probably collapse into a black hole on a millisecond timescale,
surrounded by (2) a thick disk of a few times 0.1 M, and
(3) a low-density region.
The intrinsic neutron star viscosity is probably too low to

lead to tidal locking (like the Earth-Moon system) during the
in-spiral phase of the binary, and thus spins that are negligible
compared with the orbital motion are the most probable case
(Bildsten & Cutler 1992; Kochanek 1992). For an irrotational
binary system, we found that only around one-fourth of the
material gets ejected; however, this material still could be a
very interesting amount for the nucleosynthesis of heavy ele-
ments (see Fig. 26 in Rosswog et al. 1999b). Here we focus
on the ejecta of the tidally locked configuration since these are
best resolved and since this case is the most reliable from a
numerical point of view. For these systems, all of the unbound
material is located in the tips of those spiral arms (see Fig. 1).
We use a fully dynamical r-process code (Freiburghaus et

al. 1999; Cowan, Cameron, & Truran 1983; Cowan, Thiele-
mann, & Truran 1991) that accounts for possible fission cycling.
As long as there are no transmutations of nuclei, the material
cools by adiabatic expansion, otherwise nuclear binding energy
is released and heats up the material. We used the thermody-
namic history of the ejected SPH particles given in the cal-
culations of Rosswog et al. (1999b) but added the energy input
of nucleosynthesis, which leads to a temperature change. The
temperature was calculated from an EOS that included elec-
trons, positrons, photons, nucleons, nuclei, and the energy re-
lease resulting from nuclear transmutations. The entropy of the

mixture is given by

S(T, r) = S " S " S " S " S . (1)" ! !g e e n i
i

Apart from the nuclei, which are treated as a Maxwell-Boltz-
mann gas, all the other components—including neutrons—are
described as a Fermi gas in order to account for the possible
effects of degeneracy. The entropy source term caused by nu-
clear reactions is

2m c mi idS = ! " dY (2)! i( )k T k Tn, i B B

(in units of kB baryon!1). In every time step t, the new entropy
is given by adding equation (2) to the initial entropyS(t)
. The new temperature T is given by .S(t = 0) S(T, r) = S(t)

We start our nucleosynthesis calculations with conditions that
are encountered when the density in the spiral arm tips has
dropped below the neutron drip density ( 11r = 4# 10drip
g cm ), which is perfectly justified since, at higher densities,!3

b-decays are Pauli-blocked and no heating to r-process–like
conditions may occur. We use the expansion rates found in our
hydrodynamic calculations and extrapolated for times that are
larger than the hydrodynamic simulation time. It is interesting
to note that the density drops much faster than in the inverse
free-fall expansion used in earlier calculations (Meyer 1989).
This yields typical temperature histories as shown in Figure 2.
The material initially cools down by means of expansion and
starts to heat up again when the b-decays set in. We considered
two extreme cases. The first case is when the temperature of
the ejecta is . This value is taken from the hydrodynamicT ≈ 69
calculation but could be incorrect since the use of the EOS by
Lattimer & Swesty (1991) required (artificially) high nuclear
statistical equilibrium (NSE) temperatures. As an alternative,
in the second case, we considered ejected cold neutron star
matter at a temperature of , consisting of neutrons andT ≈ 0.19
protons. Figure 3 demonstrates the reheating, on extremely
short timescales, to NSE temperatures that is caused by the
recombination of helium and heavier nuclei for such initial
conditions. In either case, the material finally cools from high
temperatures (NSE) and with its corresponding seed nuclei
distribution. Thus, the encountered conditions for nucleosyn-
thesis are independent of the initial temperatures of the ejected
material. The initial seed nuclei composition, which consists

L124 FREIBURGHAUS, ROSSWOG, & THIELEMANN Vol. 525

Fig. 4.—Calculated r-process distribution for different ’s. In general, one obtains useful contributions for .Y 0.08 ! Y ! 0.15e e

dicate that these events might be more frequent than NSMs by
1 order of magnitude. If the ejected mass for neutron star–black
hole coalescences were in the same range as for NSMs and if
the conditions were similar, the observations could still possibly
be fitted even for a softer EOS.
While our results make the coalescence of two neutron stars

an outstanding candidate for the long-sought r-process pro-
duction site, the dependence of these results on underlinesYe
that further efforts have to be directed toward the full imple-
mentation of neutrinos and weak interaction cross sections as
well as toward consistent hydrodynamic calculations that de-
termine clearly the original of the ejecta. This scenario pro-Ye
duces the correct pattern only if a range between 0.08 andYe

0.15 results. If the NSM scenario were responsible for the
observed r-process pattern at low metallicities, one would pre-
dict a nonsolar (underabundant) r-process pattern below the

peak. Therefore, future observations of these elementsA = 130
are highly relevant. Meteoritic and astronomical observations
actually support such a behavior (Wasserburg et al. 1996;
Cowan et al. 1999).

We thank W. Benz, A. Burrows, M. B. Davies, P. Höflich,
H.-T. Janka, C. Pethick, and T. Piran for useful discussions.
This work was supported by the Swiss NSF grant 20-53798.98
and ORNL.
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Dwarf galaxy Ret II 

 
Figure 2: Chemical abundances of stars in Reticulum II. 
Panels a-b: Abundances of neutron-capture elements Ba and Eu for stars in Ret II (large red 
points) compared to halo stars23 (small gray points) and UFD stars in Segue 1, Hercules, Leo IV, 
Segue 2, Canes Venatici II, Bootes I, Bootes II, Ursa Major II, and Coma Berenices (medium 
colored points, see references in refs. [11,14,15]). Arrows denote upper limits. The notation 
[A/B] = log10(NA /NB) – log10(NA/NB)sun quantifies the logarithmic number ratio between two 
elements relative to the solar ratio. The [Eu/Fe] ratios of the Ret II stars are comparable to the 
most r-process enhanced halo stars known. All other UFDs have very low neutron-capture 
abundances.  
Panel c: Neutron-capture abundance patterns of elements in the main r-process for the four 
brightest Eu-enhanced stars in Ret II compared to the scaled solar r and s process patterns9 
(purple and yellow lines, respectively). Solar abundance patterns are scaled to Ba. Each star’s 
abundances are offset by multiples of 5. All four stars clearly match the universal r-process 
pattern. The [Eu/Ba] ratios for the three fainter stars are also consistent with the universal r-
process pattern. We used spectrum synthesis to derive abundances of Ba, La, Pr, and Eu. Other 
neutron-capture element abundances were determined using equivalent widths of unblended 
lines. Error bars indicate the larger of 1) the standard deviation of abundances derived from 
individual lines accounting for small-number statistics; and 2) the total [Fe/H] error (including 
stellar parameter uncertainties). Stellar parameter uncertainties for Teff, log g, and 
microturbulence were 150K, 0.3 dex, and 0.15 km s-1 respectively. For the 7th and 9th stars in 
Table 1, the temperature errors were 200K due to low signal-to-noise and few iron lines. !

Enrichment of r-process elements in dSphs 11

Eu in Figure 11 (a) and (b) are produced by NSMs with
tNSM = 10 Myr (mt10) and 500 Myr (mt500), respec-
tively. Although mt10 has a slightly smaller fraction of
stars in −3 < [Fe/H] < −2 than model m000, the global
relative abundance ratio is similar to m000 (tNSM = 100
Myr). Contrary to the models m000 and mt10, the model
with much longer merger time such as 500 Myr in mt500
shows large scatters in [Eu/Fe] at higher metallicity and
cannot account for the observed scatters in [Fe/H]∼ −3.
Figure 12 shows [Fe/H] as a function of the substantial

galactic age, i.e., the elapsed time from the rise of the ma-
jor star formation. As shown in Figure 3, we can regard
that the major star formation arises from 600 Myr from
the beginning of the calculation. The average metallicity
of stars is almost constant during the first ∼ 300 Myr.
Due to low star formation efficiency of the galaxy, spatial
distribution of metallicity is highly inhomogeneous in !
300 Myr. In this epoch, since most of gas particles are
enriched only by a single SN, metallicity of stars is mainly
determined simply by the distance from each SN to the
gas particles which formed the stars. Therefore, NSMs
with tNSM ∼ 100 Myr can account for the observation of
EMP stars, as well as those with tNSM ∼ 10 Myr. In con-
trast, metallicity is well correlated with the galactic age
after ∼ 300 Myr, irrespective of the distance from each
SN to the gas particles. Because SN products have al-
ready been well mixed in a galaxy, the stellar metallicity
is determined by the number of the SNe, which enriched
the stellar ingredients. Therefore, if the merger time of
NSMs is much longer than ∼ 300 Myr, it is too long to
reproduce observations.

4.5. The rate of neutron star mergers

The yields of r-process elements in our models are re-
lated to the NSM rate as already mentioned in §2.2,
though the Galactic rate of NSMs is highly uncertain.
The estimated Galactic NSM rate is 10−6 to 10−3 yr−1

based on three observed binary pulsars (Abadie et al.
2010a). Table 5 lists yields of models discussed here. Fig-
ure 13 shows predicted [Eu/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H]
assuming different NSM rate. Figure 13 (a) and (b)
represent models with the NSM fractions fNSM = 0.001
(mr0.001) and fNSM = 0.1 (mr0.1), respectively. The cor-
responding NSM rate in a MW-like galaxy is∼ 10−5 yr−1

(mr0.001) and ∼ 10−3 yr−1 (mr0.1). Model mr0.001
predicts larger scatter and a smaller number of stars at
[Fe/H] < −3 than m000. Model mr0.001 has [Eu/Fe]
dispersion by more than 3 dex at [Fe/H] = −2. In ad-
dition, there remains ∼ 1 dex dispersion even for stars
with [Fe/H] > −2. In contrast, model mr0.1 predicts
smaller scatter than m000, though it does not seem to
be inconsistent with observations. Such tendencies are
also seen in Argast et al. (2004), Komiya et al. (2014)
and van de Voort et al. (2015).
Our fiducial model, m000, reproduces the observed

r-process ratio as discussed in §4.2. The NSM rate
of m000 for a MW-like galaxy is ∼ 10−4 yr−1. The
total mass of r-process elements produced by each
NSM corresponds to ∼ 10−2M". The value is consis-
tent with recent nucleosynthesis calculations: 10−3M"

to 10−2M" (e.g., Goriely et al. 2011; Korobkin et al.
2012; Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013;
Wanajo et al. 2014).

Fig. 11.— [Eu/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] with different merger
time of NSMs. (a): mt10 (tNSM = 10 Myr). (b): mt500 (tNSM =
500 Myr). Symbols are the same as Figure 5.

Argast et al. (2004) construct an inhomogeneous
chemical evolution model of the MW halo. Their model
is difficult to reproduce [Eu/Fe] by NSMs with the Galac-
tic NSM rate of 2×10−4 yr−1 due to high star formation
efficiency. [Eu/Fe] produced in their model is similar to
that of mExt (Figure 10).
From the discussion above, NSM rate of ∼ 10−4 yr−1

in a MW size galaxy is preferred to reproduce the ob-
served [Eu/Fe]. This rate is consistent with the esti-
mated galactic NSM rate from the observed binary pul-
sars (Abadie et al. 2010a). Near future gravitational de-
tectors, KAGRA, advanced LIGO, and advanced VIRGO
(Abadie et al. 2010b; Kuroda & LCGT Collaboration
2010; Accadia et al 2011; LIGO Scientific Collaboration
2013) are expected to detect 10 – 100 events per year of
gravitational wave from NSMs.

5. SUMMARY

Ji+2016

Hirai+2015



Dwarf galaxies and stellar streams
Enrichment of r-process elements in dSphs 11

Eu in Figure 11 (a) and (b) are produced by NSMs with
tNSM = 10 Myr (mt10) and 500 Myr (mt500), respec-
tively. Although mt10 has a slightly smaller fraction of
stars in −3 < [Fe/H] < −2 than model m000, the global
relative abundance ratio is similar to m000 (tNSM = 100
Myr). Contrary to the models m000 and mt10, the model
with much longer merger time such as 500 Myr in mt500
shows large scatters in [Eu/Fe] at higher metallicity and
cannot account for the observed scatters in [Fe/H]∼ −3.
Figure 12 shows [Fe/H] as a function of the substantial

galactic age, i.e., the elapsed time from the rise of the ma-
jor star formation. As shown in Figure 3, we can regard
that the major star formation arises from 600 Myr from
the beginning of the calculation. The average metallicity
of stars is almost constant during the first ∼ 300 Myr.
Due to low star formation efficiency of the galaxy, spatial
distribution of metallicity is highly inhomogeneous in !
300 Myr. In this epoch, since most of gas particles are
enriched only by a single SN, metallicity of stars is mainly
determined simply by the distance from each SN to the
gas particles which formed the stars. Therefore, NSMs
with tNSM ∼ 100 Myr can account for the observation of
EMP stars, as well as those with tNSM ∼ 10 Myr. In con-
trast, metallicity is well correlated with the galactic age
after ∼ 300 Myr, irrespective of the distance from each
SN to the gas particles. Because SN products have al-
ready been well mixed in a galaxy, the stellar metallicity
is determined by the number of the SNe, which enriched
the stellar ingredients. Therefore, if the merger time of
NSMs is much longer than ∼ 300 Myr, it is too long to
reproduce observations.

4.5. The rate of neutron star mergers

The yields of r-process elements in our models are re-
lated to the NSM rate as already mentioned in §2.2,
though the Galactic rate of NSMs is highly uncertain.
The estimated Galactic NSM rate is 10−6 to 10−3 yr−1

based on three observed binary pulsars (Abadie et al.
2010a). Table 5 lists yields of models discussed here. Fig-
ure 13 shows predicted [Eu/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H]
assuming different NSM rate. Figure 13 (a) and (b)
represent models with the NSM fractions fNSM = 0.001
(mr0.001) and fNSM = 0.1 (mr0.1), respectively. The cor-
responding NSM rate in a MW-like galaxy is∼ 10−5 yr−1

(mr0.001) and ∼ 10−3 yr−1 (mr0.1). Model mr0.001
predicts larger scatter and a smaller number of stars at
[Fe/H] < −3 than m000. Model mr0.001 has [Eu/Fe]
dispersion by more than 3 dex at [Fe/H] = −2. In ad-
dition, there remains ∼ 1 dex dispersion even for stars
with [Fe/H] > −2. In contrast, model mr0.1 predicts
smaller scatter than m000, though it does not seem to
be inconsistent with observations. Such tendencies are
also seen in Argast et al. (2004), Komiya et al. (2014)
and van de Voort et al. (2015).
Our fiducial model, m000, reproduces the observed

r-process ratio as discussed in §4.2. The NSM rate
of m000 for a MW-like galaxy is ∼ 10−4 yr−1. The
total mass of r-process elements produced by each
NSM corresponds to ∼ 10−2M". The value is consis-
tent with recent nucleosynthesis calculations: 10−3M"

to 10−2M" (e.g., Goriely et al. 2011; Korobkin et al.
2012; Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013;
Wanajo et al. 2014).

Fig. 11.— [Eu/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] with different merger
time of NSMs. (a): mt10 (tNSM = 10 Myr). (b): mt500 (tNSM =
500 Myr). Symbols are the same as Figure 5.

Argast et al. (2004) construct an inhomogeneous
chemical evolution model of the MW halo. Their model
is difficult to reproduce [Eu/Fe] by NSMs with the Galac-
tic NSM rate of 2×10−4 yr−1 due to high star formation
efficiency. [Eu/Fe] produced in their model is similar to
that of mExt (Figure 10).
From the discussion above, NSM rate of ∼ 10−4 yr−1

in a MW size galaxy is preferred to reproduce the ob-
served [Eu/Fe]. This rate is consistent with the esti-
mated galactic NSM rate from the observed binary pul-
sars (Abadie et al. 2010a). Near future gravitational de-
tectors, KAGRA, advanced LIGO, and advanced VIRGO
(Abadie et al. 2010b; Kuroda & LCGT Collaboration
2010; Accadia et al 2011; LIGO Scientific Collaboration
2013) are expected to detect 10 – 100 events per year of
gravitational wave from NSMs.

5. SUMMARY

Hirai+2015R-process-rich stellar streams in the Milky Way 21

Figure 6. Stellar abundances of neutron-capture elements overlaid with the solar r-process pattern (Burris et al. 2000) scaled to Eu.

Patterns for each star are arbitrarily o↵set for easy inspection. The figure shows stars in all three streams that display a pure main r-process

pattern, as defined by their [Ba/Eu] ratio agreeing well with that of the scaled solar r-process pattern (Burris et al. 2000)

5.3. Abundance trends of Ba and Eu

We now return to Figure 5 to consider the more gen-
eral abundance trends of Ba and Eu. Regarding [Ba/H]
vs. [Fe/H], the stream stars well follow the overall trend
set by the pure main r-process halo stars, with the r+ s
stars naturally being slightly higher (recall that, regard-
less, nearly all r + s stars are within only 0.5 dex of
the pure r-process Ba abundance). The correlation of

[Ba/H] with [Fe/H] for the pure main r-process stars
appears linear although not without scatter. A slope
of ⇠1.25 matches the main branch well, as is indicated
by the inner dashed line that we add for illustrative pur-
poses. The other two dashed lines are ±1 dex o↵set from
the main branch, for reference.
A similar behavior is found for [Eu/H] vs. [Fe/H].

There is an extremely tight main branch, that is

Roederer+2018
Gull+2021
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Figure 2. Volume rendering of the electron fraction of the ejecta for the simulation SFHo M135135 M0. The ray-casting opacity is linear
in the logarithm of the rest-mass density. From the top-left in clockwise direction, the transparency minimum – maximum in the opacity
scale are (1011 � 1014) g cm�3, (108 � 1011) g cm�3, (108 � 1011) g cm�3, and (107 � 1011) g cm�3. The last panel of this figure should
be compared with Fig. 14 where we plot a cut of the data in the xz-plane.

2 A. Perego et al.

Figure 1. Left: sketch of the neutrino-driven wind from the remnant of a BNS merger. The hot hypermassive neutron star (HMNS)
and the accretion disc emit neutrinos, preferentially along the polar direction and at intermediate latitudes. A fraction of the neutrinos
is absorbed by the disc and can lift matter out of its gravitational potential. On the viscous time-scale, matter is also ejected along the
equatorial direction. Right: sketch of the isotropised ⌫ luminosity we are using for our analytical estimates (see the main text for details).

decompression of this initially cold and extremely neutron-
rich nuclear matter had long been suspected to provide
favourable conditions for the formation of heavy elements
through the rapid neutron capture process (the “r-process”)
(Lattimer & Schramm 1974; Lattimer & Schramm 1976;
Lattimer et al. 1977; Symbalisty & Schramm 1982; Eichler
et al. 1989; Meyer 1989; Davies et al. 1994). While initially
only considered as an “exotic” or second-best model behind
core-collapse supernovae, there is nowadays a large litera-
ture that –based on hydrodynamical and nucleosynthetic
calculations– consistently finds that the dynamic ejecta of a
neutron star merger is an extremely promising site for the
formation of the heaviest elements with A > 130 (see, e.g.,
Rosswog et al. 1999; Freiburghaus et al. 1999; Oechslin
et al. 2007; Metzger et al. 2010b; Roberts et al. 2011;
Goriely et al. 2011a,b; Korobkin et al. 2012; Bauswein et al.
2013; Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Kyutoku et al. 2013; Wanajo
et al. 2014). Core-collapse supernovae, on the contrary,
seem seriously challenged in generating the conditions that
are needed to produce elements with A > 90 (Arcones et al.
2007; Roberts et al. 2010; Fischer et al. 2010; Hüdepohl
et al. 2010). A possible exception, though, may be magnet-
ically driven explosions of rapidly rotating stars (Winteler
et al. 2012; Mösta et al. 2014). Such explosions, however,
require a combination of rather extreme properties of the
pre-explosion star and are therefore likely rare.
Most recently, the idea that compact binary mergers are
related to both sGRBs and the nucleosynthesis of the
heaviest elements has gained substantial observational
support. In June 2013, the SWIFT satellite detected a
relatively nearby (z = 0.356) sGRB, GRB130603B, (Me-
landri et al. 2013) for which the Hubble Space Telescope
(Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger et al. 2013a) detected a nIR
point source, 9 days after the burst. The properties of this
second detection are close to model predictions (Kasen
et al. 2013; Barnes & Kasen 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013; Grossman et al. 2014; Rosswog et al. 2014a; Tanaka

et al. 2014) for the so-called “macro-” or “kilonovae” (Li
& Paczyński 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005; Metzger
et al. 2010a,b; Roberts et al. 2011), radioactively powered
transients from the decay of freshly produced r-process
elements. In particular, the delay of several days between
the sGRB and the nIR detection is consistent with the
expanding material having very large opacities, as predicted
for very heavy r-process elements (Kasen et al. 2013). If
this interpretation is correct, GRB130603B would provide
the first observational confirmation of the long-suspected
link between compact binary mergers, heavy elements
nucleosynthesis and gamma-ray bursts.
There are at least two more channels, apart from the
dynamic ejecta, by which a compact binary merger re-
leases matter into space, and both of them are potentially
interesting for nucleosynthesis and –if enough long-lived
radioactive material is produced– they may also power
additional electromagnetic transients. The first channel
is the post-merger accretion disc. As it evolves viscously,
expands and cools, the initially completely dissociated
matter recombines into alpha-particles and –together with
viscous heating– releases enough energy to unbind an
amount of material that is comparable to the dynamic
ejecta (Metzger et al. 2008; Beloborodov 2008; Metzger
et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Fernández & Metzger 2013).
The second additional channel is related to neutrino-driven
winds, the basic mechanisms of which are sketched in Fig. 1.
This wind is, in several respects, similar to the one that
emerges from proto-neutron stars. In particular, in both
cases a similar amount of gravitational binding energy is
released over a comparable (neutrino di↵usion) time-scale,
which results in a luminosity of L⌫ ⇠ �Egrav/⌧di↵ ⇠ 1053

erg/s and neutrinos with energies ⇠ 10 � 15 MeV. Under
these conditions, energy deposition due to neutrino absorp-
tion is likely to unbind a fraction of the merger remnant.
In contrast to proto-neutron stars, however, the starting
point is extremely neutron-rich nuclear matter, rather than
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Figure 2. Color-coded distributions for density, temperature, Ye, and S/kB (from left to right) on the x–y (lower panels), x–z (positive sides of top panels), and y–z
(negative sides of top panels) planes at the end of simulation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Mass fractions outside 150 km from the center vs. Ye (top) and S/kB
(bottom) at the end of simulation for the x–y, x–z, and y–z planes. The widths
of Ye and S/kB are chosen to be ∆Ye = 0.01 and ∆S/kB = 1, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

for the orbital and non-orbital planes, respectively (with higher
values for higher Ye), which are sizably greater than those in
Goriely et al. (2011, S/kB ∼ 1–3) with the Shen’s EOS.

3. THE r-PROCESS

The nucleosynthesis analysis makes use of the thermody-
namic trajectories of the ejecta particles traced on the orbital
plane. A representative particle is chosen from each Ye-bin (from
Ye = 0.09 to 0.44 with the interval of ∆Ye = 0.01 (Figure 3).
For simplicity, we analyze only the x-y components because of
the dominance of the ejecta masses close to the orbital plane.
Each nucleosynthesis calculation is initiated when the tempera-
ture decreases to 10 GK, where the initial composition is given
by Ye and 1 − Ye for the mass fractions of free protons and
neutrons.

The reaction network consists of 6300 species from single
neutrons and protons to the Z = 110 isotopes. Experimental
rates, when available, are taken from the latest versions of REA-
CLIB7 (Cyburt et al. 2010) and Nuclear Wallet Cards.8 Other-
wise, the theoretical estimates of fusion rates9 (TALYS; Goriely
et al. 2008) and β-decay half-lives (GT2; Tachibana et al.
1990) are adopted, where both are based on the same nuclear
masses (HFB-21; Goriely et al. 2010). Theoretical fission prop-
erties adopted are those estimated on the basis of the HFB-14
mass model. For fission fragments, a Gaussian-type distribution
is assumed with emission of four prompt neutrons per event.
Neutrino captures are not included, which make only slight
shifts of Ye (typically an increase of ∼0.01 from 10 GK to
5 GK).

The hydrodynamical trajectories end with temperatures
∼5 GK. Further temporal evolutions are followed by the density
drop such as t−3 and with the temperatures computed with the
EOS of Timmes & Swesty (2000) by adding the entropies gen-
erated by β-decay, fission, and α-decay. This entropy generation

7 https://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/index.php
8 http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/wallet/
9 http://www.astro.ulb.ac.be/pmwiki/Brusslib/Brusslib
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2 A. Perego et al.

Figure 1. Left: sketch of the neutrino-driven wind from the remnant of a BNS merger. The hot hypermassive neutron star (HMNS)
and the accretion disc emit neutrinos, preferentially along the polar direction and at intermediate latitudes. A fraction of the neutrinos
is absorbed by the disc and can lift matter out of its gravitational potential. On the viscous time-scale, matter is also ejected along the
equatorial direction. Right: sketch of the isotropised ⌫ luminosity we are using for our analytical estimates (see the main text for details).

decompression of this initially cold and extremely neutron-
rich nuclear matter had long been suspected to provide
favourable conditions for the formation of heavy elements
through the rapid neutron capture process (the “r-process”)
(Lattimer & Schramm 1974; Lattimer & Schramm 1976;
Lattimer et al. 1977; Symbalisty & Schramm 1982; Eichler
et al. 1989; Meyer 1989; Davies et al. 1994). While initially
only considered as an “exotic” or second-best model behind
core-collapse supernovae, there is nowadays a large litera-
ture that –based on hydrodynamical and nucleosynthetic
calculations– consistently finds that the dynamic ejecta of a
neutron star merger is an extremely promising site for the
formation of the heaviest elements with A > 130 (see, e.g.,
Rosswog et al. 1999; Freiburghaus et al. 1999; Oechslin
et al. 2007; Metzger et al. 2010b; Roberts et al. 2011;
Goriely et al. 2011a,b; Korobkin et al. 2012; Bauswein et al.
2013; Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Kyutoku et al. 2013; Wanajo
et al. 2014). Core-collapse supernovae, on the contrary,
seem seriously challenged in generating the conditions that
are needed to produce elements with A > 90 (Arcones et al.
2007; Roberts et al. 2010; Fischer et al. 2010; Hüdepohl
et al. 2010). A possible exception, though, may be magnet-
ically driven explosions of rapidly rotating stars (Winteler
et al. 2012; Mösta et al. 2014). Such explosions, however,
require a combination of rather extreme properties of the
pre-explosion star and are therefore likely rare.
Most recently, the idea that compact binary mergers are
related to both sGRBs and the nucleosynthesis of the
heaviest elements has gained substantial observational
support. In June 2013, the SWIFT satellite detected a
relatively nearby (z = 0.356) sGRB, GRB130603B, (Me-
landri et al. 2013) for which the Hubble Space Telescope
(Tanvir et al. 2013; Berger et al. 2013a) detected a nIR
point source, 9 days after the burst. The properties of this
second detection are close to model predictions (Kasen
et al. 2013; Barnes & Kasen 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013; Grossman et al. 2014; Rosswog et al. 2014a; Tanaka

et al. 2014) for the so-called “macro-” or “kilonovae” (Li
& Paczyński 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005; Metzger
et al. 2010a,b; Roberts et al. 2011), radioactively powered
transients from the decay of freshly produced r-process
elements. In particular, the delay of several days between
the sGRB and the nIR detection is consistent with the
expanding material having very large opacities, as predicted
for very heavy r-process elements (Kasen et al. 2013). If
this interpretation is correct, GRB130603B would provide
the first observational confirmation of the long-suspected
link between compact binary mergers, heavy elements
nucleosynthesis and gamma-ray bursts.
There are at least two more channels, apart from the
dynamic ejecta, by which a compact binary merger re-
leases matter into space, and both of them are potentially
interesting for nucleosynthesis and –if enough long-lived
radioactive material is produced– they may also power
additional electromagnetic transients. The first channel
is the post-merger accretion disc. As it evolves viscously,
expands and cools, the initially completely dissociated
matter recombines into alpha-particles and –together with
viscous heating– releases enough energy to unbind an
amount of material that is comparable to the dynamic
ejecta (Metzger et al. 2008; Beloborodov 2008; Metzger
et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Fernández & Metzger 2013).
The second additional channel is related to neutrino-driven
winds, the basic mechanisms of which are sketched in Fig. 1.
This wind is, in several respects, similar to the one that
emerges from proto-neutron stars. In particular, in both
cases a similar amount of gravitational binding energy is
released over a comparable (neutrino di↵usion) time-scale,
which results in a luminosity of L⌫ ⇠ �Egrav/⌧di↵ ⇠ 1053

erg/s and neutrinos with energies ⇠ 10 � 15 MeV. Under
these conditions, energy deposition due to neutrino absorp-
tion is likely to unbind a fraction of the merger remnant.
In contrast to proto-neutron stars, however, the starting
point is extremely neutron-rich nuclear matter, rather than
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Figure 2. Color-coded distributions for density, temperature, Ye, and S/kB (from left to right) on the x–y (lower panels), x–z (positive sides of top panels), and y–z
(negative sides of top panels) planes at the end of simulation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Mass fractions outside 150 km from the center vs. Ye (top) and S/kB
(bottom) at the end of simulation for the x–y, x–z, and y–z planes. The widths
of Ye and S/kB are chosen to be ∆Ye = 0.01 and ∆S/kB = 1, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

for the orbital and non-orbital planes, respectively (with higher
values for higher Ye), which are sizably greater than those in
Goriely et al. (2011, S/kB ∼ 1–3) with the Shen’s EOS.

3. THE r-PROCESS

The nucleosynthesis analysis makes use of the thermody-
namic trajectories of the ejecta particles traced on the orbital
plane. A representative particle is chosen from each Ye-bin (from
Ye = 0.09 to 0.44 with the interval of ∆Ye = 0.01 (Figure 3).
For simplicity, we analyze only the x-y components because of
the dominance of the ejecta masses close to the orbital plane.
Each nucleosynthesis calculation is initiated when the tempera-
ture decreases to 10 GK, where the initial composition is given
by Ye and 1 − Ye for the mass fractions of free protons and
neutrons.

The reaction network consists of 6300 species from single
neutrons and protons to the Z = 110 isotopes. Experimental
rates, when available, are taken from the latest versions of REA-
CLIB7 (Cyburt et al. 2010) and Nuclear Wallet Cards.8 Other-
wise, the theoretical estimates of fusion rates9 (TALYS; Goriely
et al. 2008) and β-decay half-lives (GT2; Tachibana et al.
1990) are adopted, where both are based on the same nuclear
masses (HFB-21; Goriely et al. 2010). Theoretical fission prop-
erties adopted are those estimated on the basis of the HFB-14
mass model. For fission fragments, a Gaussian-type distribution
is assumed with emission of four prompt neutrons per event.
Neutrino captures are not included, which make only slight
shifts of Ye (typically an increase of ∼0.01 from 10 GK to
5 GK).

The hydrodynamical trajectories end with temperatures
∼5 GK. Further temporal evolutions are followed by the density
drop such as t−3 and with the temperatures computed with the
EOS of Timmes & Swesty (2000) by adding the entropies gen-
erated by β-decay, fission, and α-decay. This entropy generation

7 https://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/index.php
8 http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/wallet/
9 http://www.astro.ulb.ac.be/pmwiki/Brusslib/Brusslib
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Electromagnetic counterpart to

the neutron star merger GW signal

kilonova SSS17a bolometric light curve 

bolometric compilation: Waxman+ 2017 
models: Kasen+2017 

SSS17a bolometric          

lanthanide rich
lanthanide poor

Material with significant opacity is the best fit to the data Slide credit: Dan

Kasan Suggests lanthanides were made in the r-process.
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imately (Kasen & Barnes 2018)

f(t) ⇡ p�(1� e�t2�/t2) + pe(1 + t/te)
�n, (1)

where p� ⇡ 0.4, pe ⇡ 0.2 are the fraction of beta-decay
energy emitted as gamma-rays and electrons, respectively.
For ejecta masses and velocities in the range M ⇡ 0.01 �
0.05 M�, v ⇡ 0.1c�0.2c the timescale for gamma-rays to be-
come ine�cient to thermalization is t� ⇡ 0.5� 2 days while
that for electrons is te ⇡ 10� 40 days. The exponent n ⇡ 1
for typical conditions, though n can be larger depending on
the details of the thermalization and decay physics (Kasen
& Barnes 2018).

Figure A1 shows calculations of the radioactive power
✏̇(t) derived from detailed r-process nuclear reaction net-
works for outflows with a range of physical conditions (ini-
tial electron fractions Ye = 0.05 � 0.5, expansion velocity
of 0.2c, ejecta mass of 0.05 M� Rosswog et al. 2018). At
+43 d, the radioactive power ranges from ✏̇ ⇡ 0.5 � 2.5 ⇥
108 erg s�1 g�1. Adopting the ⌫L⌫ luminosity at epoch 1
of L43 = 7.8 ⇥ 1038 erg s�1 and using an e�ciency factor
f = 0.1 (appropriate for te ⇡ 30 days) implies an ejecta
mass of Mej ⇡ 1.6�7.8⇥10�2 M�. Within large uncertain-
ties, the mass range is consistent with that inferred from
analysis of early time observations of GW170817 (Coulter
et al. 2017; Drout et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2017; Kasliwal
et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Soares-Santos et al. 2017;
Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017), and provides
additional evidence that the neutron star merger produced
a large quantity of radioactive ejecta.

Between the two epochs of Spitzer observations, the lu-
minosity dropped by a factor L1/L2 ⇡ 6.2 corresponding to
a power-law L/ t�3.4±0.2. This is steeper than the L / t�7/3

dependence of statistical distribution of isotopes with power
✏̇ / t�4/3 with ine�cient thermalization f(t) / t�1. Alter-
nately, the observed decline can be explained if the e�ciency
drops even more rapidly, f(t) / t�2, as suggested by Wax-
man et al. (2017) (although such a steep dependence of f(t)
is not consistent with the numerical thermalization calcu-
lations of (Barnes et al. 2016)). Based on late-time optical
data, Waxman et al. 2017 and Arcavi 2018 also suggested a
similarly steep late-time power-law slope of t�3.

It is possible that the decline in luminosity between the
two Spitzer epochs is a result of the spectral energy progres-
sively moving out of 4.5µm band, such that the bolometric
correction increases with time. If such a color evolution oc-
curred, the spectrum must have moved redward of 5 µm, as
the upper limits in the 3.6µm band rule out a substantial
increase of the flux at bluer wavelengths.

If we assume, on the other hand, that the bolomet-
ric correction remained largely unchanged between the two
epochs, the two Spitzer epochs suggest that the underlying
radioactivity has deviated from the ✏̇ / t�4/3 power-law be-
havior. This is expected to occur when the decay becomes
dominated by one or a few isotopes rather than a statistical
distribution (Kasen & Barnes 2018; Wu et al. 2018). For a
single dominant isotope the energy generation rate follows
✏̇(t) / e�t/ti where ti is the decay timescale. Taking into
account the e↵ects of ine�cient thermalization, the heating
from a single isotope at times t & te is (Kasen & Barnes

Figure 2. Comparing early-time bolometric data (circles, Kasli-
wal et al. 2017) and late-time Spitzer detections (stars, this paper)
with the predicted radioactive luminosity as a function of time
(lines). The dashed colored lines show a luminosity L = Mej ✏̇(t)
f(t), where the ejecta mass Mej = 0.05 M�, the thermalization
e�ciency f(t) is from Kasen & Barnes 2018, and the radioactive
power ✏̇(t) is from the detailed nuclear reaction network calcu-
lations of Rosswog et al. 2018. ✏̇(t) explores a range of electron
fraction Ye and expansion velocity from 0.1c to 0.4c. Outflows
with Ye<0.25 synthesize the heaviest r-process elements in the
second-peak and third-peak and show a steeper late time decline,
whereas those with Ye&0.25 produce relatively lighter elements
and have a shallower decline due to the presence of longer lived
radioactive isotopes. Also shown is the power law inferred from
early-time data (gray solid line) and an analytic estimate of beta
decay rates assuming a statistical distribution (magenta solid line;
Hotokezaka et al. 2017).

2018)

L /
exp

h
� 3
p

3t/2te(te/ti)
i

(t/te)7/3
. (2)

From Equation 2 and using te = 30 days the observed ratio
L1/L2 ⇡ 6.2 implies heating dominated by an isotope with
decay time ti ⇡ 14 days.

If the late time radioactivity is indeed dominated by a
single isotope, this provides constraints on the ejecta compo-
sition. For merger outflows with electron fractions Ye . 0.25
the nucleosynthesis proceeds to the 3rd r-process peak (Fig-
ure A1) and the radioactive power ✏̇(t) steepens at times
t & 40 days to a decline rate consistent with the two Spitzer
epochs (Figure 2). For electron fractions Ye & 0.25, in con-
trast, the r-process stalls at the first or second r-process
peak and the heating rate is flatter at late times due to the
presence of long-lived radioisotopes. Thus, the Spitzer data
provides conditional evidence that GW170817 produced 3rd
peak r-process elements.

Another simple check to this inference is to compare
the bolometric light curve to the electron heating rates cal-
culated based on the solar abundance pattern (Figure 3).
The Spitzer detections cannot be explained only by radioac-
tive decay of elements in the first abundance peak as none
of them have half-life between between 10–100 days. Abun-
dant elements with relevant half-life include 89Sr, 125Sn, 131I,

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2018)
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Figure 4. The spectral energy distribution of the kilonova (rest-frame days 5.06–11.31) and GRB afterglow (110.38–170.50
days) components of AT 2017gfo as constrained by HST detections and upper limits (circles) and described in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2. The horizontal error bars correspond to the equivalent rectangular width of the corresponding filter as described in
Rodrigo et al. (2012). We overplot the average kilonova and GRB afterglow models for data obtained within ±0.5 day of the
average day given next to each model. For the first model at 5.06 days (violet), there are two kilonova models from Kasen et al.
(2017) within this time range, which are plotted as a shaded region between the brighter (upper) and fainter (lower) model.

2017), or possibly from accretion outflows from a disk
that forms around the merger (Miller et al. 2019).

3.2. The GRB Afterglow Light Curve After 2017

December 6

After the field once again became observable with
HST at > 100 rest-frame days from merger, the optical
and near-IR emission from AT 2017gfo was dominated
by GRB afterglow (Lyman et al. 2018; Mooley et al.
2018; Troja et al. 2018; Fong et al. 2019; Lamb et al.
2019). Novel to this work are the late-time templates
described in Section 2, which enabled four new detec-
tions in F814W, F110W, and F160W. To compare our
updated photometry and upper limits from AT 2017gfo
at these epochs, we compare its HST light curve to the
afterglow model based on an o↵-axis relativistic struc-
tured jet and presented in Hajela et al. (2019). We adopt
the updated parameters of Hajela et al. (2021) for a rel-
ativistic structured jet viewed at an angle of ✓obs = 23�

and interstellar medium density n0 = 0.01 cm�3. We
choose these models for comparison over other afterglow

models (e.g., JetFit models in Wu & MacFadyen 2018,
2019, with ✓obs ⇡ 30�) because the predicted obser-
vation angle is consistent with independent constraints
from superluminal motion in the relativistic jet (⇡20�

in Mooley et al. 2018).
The resulting optical and near-IR light curves are

shown on the right side of Figure 3 with the correspond-
ing spectral energy distributions in Figure 4. These
models are relatively good fits to the observed HST data,
with minimal inverse-variance weighted average residu-
als of 0.1 mag compared with measurement uncertainties
in each detection of 0.15–0.29 mag.
Consistent with the findings of Fong et al. (2019),

Lamb et al. (2019), and Hajela et al. (2019), we find no
evidence for a change in spectral shape across the optical
and near-IR spectral energy distribution (Figure 4). Our
best constraints come from the afterglow light curve at
109.6 and 170.5 rest-frame days from merger, with two
and three detections over a span of ⇡2 days, respec-
tively. In both cases, the observations are consistent
with a constant spectral index of f⌫ / ⌫

�0.6, reinforcing

HST observations
Kilpatrick+2021

data at ~100 days 
matches a GRB 
afterglow

Spitzer mid-infrared
Kasliwal+2019

excess KN heating 
at ~100 days
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FIG. 4: Nucleosynthesis resulting from the multi disk models. The vertical axis shows abundance and the horizontal
axis shows the A = neutron + proton number of elements produced. Both Panels: The black plusses show the solar
abundance. Top Panel: Production from the multi disk model with no oscillations is shown in black. Bottom Panel:
Production from the multi disk model with oscillation that includes no initial mu and tau neutrinos is shown in dark
blue. Oscillation calculations where mu and tau neutrinos are included at 5% are shown in light blue, at 10% in

green, at 20% in yellow and at 65% in red.

6 I. Kullmann et al.

Figure 2. (Color online). Fractional mass distributions of the mat-
ter ejected as a function of Ye at the time of ⇢ = ⇢net together with
the mean electron fraction hYei. From the top: a) DD2-125145, b)
DD2-135135, c) SFHo-125145 and d) SFHo-135135 NS-NS merger
models.

Figure 3. (Color online). Same as Fig. 2 for the two cases, with-
out (a) or with (b) weak nucleonic interactions, of the DD2-135135
model discussed in the text. Note that the ILEAS case with neu-
trinos corresponds to Fig. 2b.

the TALYS code (Goriely et al. 2008; Koning & Rochman
2012) on the basis of the HFB-21 nuclear masses (Goriely
et al. 2010), the HFB plus combinatorial nuclear level densi-
ties (Goriely et al. 2008) and the QRPA E1 strength functions
(Goriely et al. 2004). Fission and �-decay processes, includ-
ing neutron-induced fission, spontaneous fission, �-delayed
fission, as well as �-delayed neutron emission, are considered
as detailed in Goriely (2015). All fission processes are esti-
mated on the basis of the HFB-14 fission paths (Goriely et al.

2007) and the full calculation of the corresponding barrier
penetration (Goriely et al. 2009). The fission fragment dis-
tribution is taken from the microscopic scission-point model,
known as the SPY model, as described in Lemâıtre et al.
(2019). The �-decay processes are taken from the mean field
plus relativistic QRPA calculation of Marketin et al. (2016),
when not available experimentally. This nuclear physics set
represents our standard input. A sensitivity analysis of our
results to the nuclear ingredients is postponed to a future
study.
Fig. 4 shows the final isotopic abundance distributions ob-

tained if we adopt the initial ILEAS Ye distributions of Fig. 2
for the four hydrodynamical merger models. Given the sim-
ilar and relatively wide initial Ye distributions, the resulting
abundance distributions are almost identical and reproduce
rather well the solar system r-abundance distribution above
A >⇠ 90. For all models, we have an e�cient r-process nucle-
osynthesis with the production of lanthanides, second- and
third-peak nuclei. The lanthanide plus actinide mass fraction
XLA, the relative amount of r-process nuclei xA>69 and of
third-r-process peak nuclei xA>183,(i.e. with A > 183) are
summarised in Table 1 for each model. In particular, the
ejecta of all four systems can be seen to consist of 88 up to
95% of A > 69 r-process material with lanthanides plus ac-
tinides ranging between 11 and 15% in mass. In all four mod-
els, the third r-process peak is rather well produced and in-
cludes between 11 to 15% of the total mass. The DD2-125145
model has a relatively larger production of the heaviest r-
process elements, as indicated by a larger value of xA>183,
which reaches about 30% in the equatorial region.
For the DD2-135135 model, Fig. 5 shows the final isotopic

abundance distributions of the case without neutrinos com-
pared to the case where neutrino interactions are included.
If we assume the initial Ye distribution to be una↵ected by
weak interactions (Fig. 3a), the resulting distribution is char-
acteristic of what has been obtained by most of the calcula-
tions neglecting neutrino absorption, i.e. the production of
A >⇠ 130�140 is considerably enhanced due to the dominance
of Ye < 0.1 trajectories and an e�cient fission recycling. The
production of A ' 130 nuclei in the second r-process peak is
linked to the non-negligible presence of Ye > 0.15 trajecto-
ries (see Fig. 3 and the discussion in Sect. 2). The “no neu-
trino” case is found to be composed of 2.1 (4.7) times more
lanthanides (actinides) and a significantly more pronounced
third r-process peak (Table 1).
The final elemental abundance distributions obtained from

the four hydrodynamical models including weak processes are
shown in Fig. 6. As for the isotopic distributions, there are
only minor di↵erences between the four elemental distribu-
tions. In particular, the production of actinides is larger for
the two asymmetric merger models. However, the 232Th to
238U ratio remains rather constant and equal to 1.35–1.39 for
all four models (Table 1), a property of particular interest to
cosmochronometry (e.g Goriely & Janka 2016).
The elemental distributions of the DD2-135135 cases with

and without neutrinos are presented in Fig. 7. We can see
that a rather di↵erent prediction is obtained when including
weak processes, in particular, a significantly smaller amount
of Z >⇠ 50 elements is produced. However, although the ac-
tinide production for the ILEAS case is significantly smaller
compared to the reference neutrino-less simulation, the ele-
mental ratio Th/U remains rather constant. For the ILEAS
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Figure 36. Same as Fig. 33, but for the [Ba/Fe]–[Fe/H] relation.

The dotted line shows a model with the s-process yields calcu-

lated using a twice larger Mmix at Z ≥ 0.0028 (see the text for

the details). Observational data sources are: blue open circles,

Andrievsky et al. (2009); and same as Fig.33 for the other data-

points.

enrichment. In contrast, the MRSN model can reproduce the
average trend of [Eu/Fe] very well (Fig. 37). Note that the
inhomogeneous enrichment could slightly increase the con-
tribution from NSMs at −3 <

∼
[Fe/H] <

∼
− 2. This model

is also acceptable for Os, Ir, and Pt, while Au is underpro-
duced in the model. Au measurements are available only for
three well-known r-process enhanced stars: BD +17◦3248
(Cowan et al. 2002, filled upside-down triangle), CS 22892-
052 (Sneden et al. 2003, open square), and CS 31082-001
(Barbuy et al. 2011, open circle). Finally, the MRSN model
can also explain the observed Th abundances of metal-poor
stars and the Sun. Note that our GCE model predictions are
after the long-term decay at each time and are normalized
by the proto-solar abundance (§2.2), and thus the lines are
expected to go through [X/Fe] = [Fe/H] = 0. The observa-
tional data, however, are normalized by the present-day solar
abundance from AGS09, assuming that the observed stars are
as old as the Sun. Compared with Th, however, U may be
overproduced in the nucleosynthesis yields; this is more se-
rious for MRSNe, which give M(Th)/M(U) = 0.18, while
NSMs give M(Th)/M(U) = 0.58. In our adopted solar
abundances, M"(Th)/M"(U) = 1.7.

Sr, Y, and Zr — Figures 33-37 compare more observa-
tional data to our elemental abundance tracks of the model
with s-process only (dashed lines) and with s-process, EC-
SNe, NS-NS/NS-BH mergers, and MRSNe (the s+r model,
solid lines). In Figure 33 the base level of [Sr/Fe] ∼ −0.8 at
[Fe/H] <

∼
− 3.5 is caused by MRSNe. The average [Sr/Fe]

increases from [Fe/H] ∼ −3.5 due to ECSNe, from [Fe/H]
∼ −2.5 due to AGB stars before decreasing at [Fe/H] >

∼
− 1

because of SNe Ia, and becomes [Sr/Fe] = −0.064 at [Fe/H]
= 0 in the s+r model (solid line). The slope of the decrease
becomes flat at [Fe/H]∼ −0.3 due to the increase of the AGB
contribution (dashed line). This trend is in excellent agree-
ment with the observational data, except for one star with low

Figure 37. Same as Fig. 34, but for the [Eu/Fe]–[Fe/H] relation.

The dot-dashed line shows a model without MRSNe.

Figure 38. Same as Fig. 34, but for the [Pb/Fe]–[Fe/H] rela-

tion. Observational data sources are: red circles, Mashonkina et al.

(2012, NLTE); blue open circle, Barbuy et al. (2011); magenta

stars, Hansen et al. (2012); yellow plus, Roederer et al. (2014a)

for C-normal stars; black filled triangles Roederer (2012); black

filled upside-down triangle (Ivans et al. 2006); and upper lim-

its (Roederer et al. 2010; Roederer 2012; Roederer et al. 2014b;

Mashonkina et al. 2014); The large yellow filled and open squares

indicate the Sneden (Sneden et al. 2003; Roederer et al. 2014a) and

Honda stars (Roederer et al. 2014a), respectively.

[Sr/Fe]. Differential analysis by Reggiani et al (2017) gives
slightly higher ratios than Zhao et al. (2016)’s NLTE abun-
dances on the average. At [Fe/H] <

∼
−2.5 there is a large scat-

ter, where LTE abundances by Roederer et al. (2014a) agree
well with Andrievsky et al. (2011)’s and Zhao et al. (2016)’s
NLTE abundances.

In Figure 34, starting from [Y/Fe] ∼ −0.4 at [Fe/H]
∼ −3.5, the average [Y/Fe] also increases gradually from
[Fe/H] ∼ −3 to ∼ −1 before decreasing at [Fe/H] >

∼
−1 due

to SNe Ia, and becomes [Y/Fe] = −0.096 at [Fe/H] = 0 in
the s+r model (solid line). The predicted [Y/Fe] trend is also
in excellent agreement with the observations, although the
differential analysis by Reggiani et al (2017) gives slightly

Extended Data Figure 2 
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Figure 6. Mass fractions of individual isotopes for every model. Isotopes of
a same elements are indicated by a given color and connected by a line. The
element names are given at the top of each panel. Nuclei with mass fractions
 10�8 are not included.

neutron-rich material of this group that is ejected very early along the
jets shifts to the sides of the jet at later times. The late configuration
consists of proton-rich jets surrounded by neutron-rich clumps where
the r-process occurs.

3.2 Impact of rotation and the weak r-process

The e�ect of rotation can be investigated by comparing the two
models with similar weak magnetic fields: 35OC-Rw and 35OC-
RRw. Both models produce abundances for alpha elements and up
to the iron group2.

Model 35OC-RRw with strong rotation and weak magnetic field
is characterized by only proton-rich ejecta in addition to the U and
U-Fe groups. Rotation reduces the accretion and thus the accretion
luminosity, and this makes the explosion slower and matter stays
exposed to neutrinos for a longer time. The result is that the ejecta
are proton rich as shown in Fig. 4. Here, we find typical nucleosyn-
thesis produced by the ap-process when the matter flow runs on the
proton-rich side of stability (Fröhlich et al. 2006; Pruet et al. 2006;
Wanajo 2006). In addition, for conditions with .4 ⇠ 0.5 or slightly
proton- or neutron-rich, the flow goes along stability. The proton-rich
conditions produce characteristic isotopic abundances including p-
nuclei as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6, see Bliss et al. (2018);
Eichler et al. (2018), and Wanajo et al. (2018) for more details about
the nucleosynthesis in proton-rich supernova ejecta.

In the model with slower rotation (35OC-Rw), most of the matter

2 Note that the outer layers of the progenitor are not included here and they
contribute to the alpha elements, see e.g., Eichler et al. (2018).
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Figure 7. Electron fraction of model 35OC-Rw in a region around the PNS at
C ⇠ 1.4 s (left-hand panel) and 2.2 s (right-hand panel). Contours of constant
density (1014, 1013, .. gcm�3) are indicated with the white, dashed lines. The
pink contours correspond to the neutrinospheres.

is ejected with .4 ⇠ 0.5 and a small amount is slightly neutron rich
and the weak r-process produces the lighter heavy elements up to
around Ag (see e.g., Bliss et al. 2017). In addition, there is a late
matter ejection (C & 2 s) with .4 ⇠ 0.3. The sudden appearance of
such a population of tracers is the consequence of a relatively abrupt
change in the PNS structure that had occurred slightly earlier. Up to
C ⇠ 1.4 s, the PNS is almost spherical with a decreasing radius and
an aspect ratio close to unity despite having a very high rotational
energy. Eventually, however, its magnetic field grows su�ciently
to redistribute angular momentum to the outer layers. The excess
centrifugal support causes these layers to expand and leads to a
growth of the ratio between equatorial and polar radius beyond a
value of two (Fig. 7). This expansion a�ects matter of very low .4
(marked by the blue colours in the figure), some of which even ends up
outside the neutrinospheres. The turbulent fluid flows in this region
stochastically advect parcels of this very neutron-rich matter into
the polar outflows. These fluid elements will be ejected at very high
speeds and .4 stays low (Fig. 4). We note that no similar transition
from a spherical to an oblate PNS takes place in model 35OC-RO.
There, the magnetic field is strong enough to cause a high aspect ratio
already early on. Although we find neutron-rich matter outside the
neutrinospheres also in this case, the amount is less and the structure
of the PNS makes it less likely for this matter to enter the outflow,
thus suppressing the weak r-process group.

3.3 Impact of the magnetic field and the r-process

Models 35OC-Rw, 35OC-RO, and 35OC-Rs show the impact of in-
creasing magnetic field strengths on the abundances (Fig. 1). When
increasing the magnetic field from model 35OC-Rw to model 35OC-
RO, then elements around the second r-process peak are not produced
anymore. This is related to the late evolution of model 35OC-Rw, dis-
cussed above. We note, however, that this non-monotonicity, caused
by the presence or the absence of late neutron-rich fluid elements,
only a�ects a small fraction of the ejecta. When these fluid elements
are ignored, the distribution of the ejecta across .4 behaves mono-
tonically with initial magnetic field strength (Fig. 4).

Explosions with strong magnetic fields, like 35OC-Rs, have been
suggested as a potential r-process site (e.g., Meier et al. 1976; Meyer
1994; Nishimura et al. 2006; Winteler et al. 2012; Nishimura et al.
2015, 2017; Mösta et al. 2018). The magnetic field produces a jet-
like explosion and prompt ejection of neutron-rich material (Fig. 5).

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2020)
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Figure 16. Paths of a selection of tracer particles in 3d. We
split the tracers into those with Ye < 0.35 (left) and those
with Ye � 0.35 (right). Broadly, tracers with lower electron
fraction spend more time near the polar axis, while tracers
with higher electron fraction spend less time. Colors highlight
di↵erent traces to guide the eye.

to equation (29). Indeed, it will likely releptonize further
as it achieves a greater distance from the disk.

4.9. Late Times

As the disk continues to accrete, the density and ac-
cretion rate drop. Figure 14 shows the disk well into
phase (c), at t = 5000GMBH/c

3 or ⇡ 73 ms. Figure
15 shows the time scales ⌧+, ⌧�, and ⌧a. As the density
drops, the weak processes in the disk both slowly drive
the disk towards larger Ye and slowly shut o↵ as the
time scales ⌧+ and ⌧� gradually become large beyond
dynamical relevance.
As the time scales ⌧± rise, the turbulence in the disk

is better able to mix the disk, and the stratified struc-
ture described in the earlier sections slowly homogenizes
away. We are now in a position to understand the evolu-
tion of the mean and standard deviation of Ye shown in
figure 1. The standard deviation is a measure of strati-
fication initially powered by weak processes and slowly
erased by turbulent mixing. If we ran the simulation
for longer, the accretion rate would continue to fall, the
mean electron fraction would continue to rise, and the
electron fraction in the disk would continue to homog-
enize until at very low accretion rates the disk would
become composed of symmetric matter.

4.10. Outflow

We now move our attention to disk outflow and impli-
cations for nucleosynthesis. Figure 16 shows the paths of
a selection of gravitationally unbound Lagrangian tracer
particles. We split the tracers into those with Ye < 0.35
and those with Ye � 0.35. Qualitatively, we find that
tracers with lower electron fraction tend to spend more
time close to the polar axis. About 1 in 100 tracers
have near-vertical trajectories, implying they may be
entrained in the jet or that they are interacting with

Figure 17. Electron fraction Ye in outflow (top) vs angle
and (bottom) binned by mass. The electron fraction is uni-
versally large, higher than Ye > 0.25. Ye is lower for more
polar outflow. The spike in Ye ⇡ 0.5 is from viscous spread-
ing at the back of the disk, which never drops from its initial
Ye to low electron fraction.

the funnel wall. The prospect of nucleosynthetic mate-
rial entrained in the jet has been explored in a number
of works and is potentially consistent with our results.
See Fujimoto et al. (2007); Ono et al. (2012); Nakamura
et al. (2015); Soker & Gilkis (2017); Hayakawa & Maeda
(2018) for some examples.
The electron fraction in the outflow is bounded from

below by Ye & 0.25. The polar outflow has lower elec-
tron fraction than the mid-plane outflow, as shown in
figure 17. This is in contrast to the neutron star merger
case, where the polar outflow had higher electron frac-
tion than the mid-plane (Miller et al. 2019b).
As the disk accretes, magnetically-driven turbulence

transports mass in the mid-plane radially inward and an-
gular momentum radially outward. Some material must
carry this angular momentum to infinity. The outflow

Beloborodov 2003, Nagataki+2003, Surman, McLaughlin 2005, Nagataki+2006, Fryer+2006, 
Fujimoto+2007, Fujimoto+2008, Tominaga 2009, Maeda,Tominaga 2009, Nomoto+2010, 
Horiuchi +2012, Shibata, Tominaga 2012, Malkus+2012, Nakamura+2013…

Miller+20
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FIG. 1. The yellow band indicates the observed 60Fe/244Pu
ratio [18] for 3 Mya. We also show the 60Fe/244Pu ratios
calculated [17] in forced ⌫ wind and MHD SN models (SA
and SB), and in KN models (KA and KB). We present results
for each model both without and including an additional non-
r-process SN source of 60Fe at 100 pc; calculations are for
events 3 Mya, but with a 10 Myr kilonova in the two-step
KA/B+SNnonr models.

neutrino wind scenario forced to produce actinides and
a high magnetic field MHD model, denoted by ⌫⇤ (SA)
and SB, respectively, which we constrained using data
on the metal-poor star HD160617. We show in Fig. 1
results from these models, both without and including
ordinary (non-r-process) SN 60Fe production. Our cal-
culations are made using the nuclear reaction network
code Portable Routines for Integrated nucleoSynthesis
Modeling (PRISM) [21, 22], as implemented in Wang
et al. [17], with baseline nuclear data from [23] and
[24] (FRDM+QRPA), and variations in the masses [25]
(HFB), �-decay rates [26] (MKT), and fission yields [27].
The non-r-process SN 60Fe yields are for an explosion
at 100 pc with Mej,60 ⇠ 10�4.5M� with an uncertainty
discussed in the Supplemental Materials.

Neutron star mergers that lead to KN explosions are
much rarer than SNe, but estimates of the KN rate in the
Galaxy are compatible with a KN explosion O(300) pc
away that occurred O(30) Mya. Accordingly, we also
show in Fig. 1 results from two scenarios invoking a KN
explosion 10 or 20 Mya, one a combination of calculations
of dynamical ejecta and a disk ⌫-driven wind (KA) con-
strained to fit data on HD160617, and the other a mod-
ified scenario (KB) that fits data on the actinide-boost
star J0954+5246: both models are described in Wang
et al. [17]. The KN 60Fe/244Pu ratios span a large range
(60Fe/244Pu)KN ⇠ 10�5 to 10�2 when accounting for
model uncertainties, but in the absence of an additional
SN 60Fe source 244Pu is orders of magnitude more abun-
dant than 60Fe in both models. This is because, whereas
SNe expel 60Fe produced in multiple sites within the

event and its progenitor star, the outflows from a neutron
star merger are expected to be su�ciently neutron-rich
to progress robustly beyond the iron peak in the bulk of
the ejecta.
We show in Fig 2 the uncertainties in these calculations

found [17] using the nuclear data variations described
above. We see again that either of the SN models SA or
SB could accommodate the (similar) 60Fe/244Pu ratios
reported by [18] in the periods around 3 and 7 Mya. On
the other hand, both the KN models KA and KB still
predict much smaller 60Fe/244Pu ratios, even when the
uncertainties are taken into account. We therefore con-
clude that the 60Fe pulses and 244Pu detection cannot be
due to KN explosions alone, at least as described by the
models considered here.
We consider first the data of Wallner et al. [18] on the

60Fe pulse from ⇠ 3 Mya. The timing of this signal is con-
sistent with that measured previously in 60Fe deposits in
deep-ocean sediments and crusts [4–9], though this peak
is somewhat broader. A model in which 60Fe from a SN
100 Mpc away is transported to Earth in dust via ‘pinball’
trajectories that are deflected and trapped by a magnetic
field within the SN remnant is compatible with a pulse
of the observed size and duration ⇠ 1 Myr [28], and the
pulse width indicated by the Wallner et al. [18] measure-
ments could also reflect smearing in the crust they study.
Accordingly, we assume that this pulse was produced by
a single SN, and assume that the 244Pu from  4.57 Mya
measured by [18] is associated with this SN. We empha-
size that observations with finer timing resolution would
be needed to confirm this association, but note that many
of our comments below would apply also if it were due
to two or more SNe.
As discussed above, the additional 60Fe peak discov-

ered by Wallner et al. [18], see also Fig. 1 of Fitoussi et al.
[6], is likely due to another SN that occurred ⇠ 7 Mya,
also some ⇠ 100 pc away. We assume that all the 244Pu
from 4.57 to 9 Mya measured by Wallner et al. [18] is as-
sociated with this SN explosion, while emphasizing that
observations with finer timing resolution would be needed
to confirm this association. Under this assumption, the
244Pu/60Fe ratios in the ejecta of the two SNe ⇠ 3 and
⇠ 7 Mya are comparable within a factor ⇠ 2 and indis-
tinguishable in Fig. 1.

This is intriguing, since simulations indicate that only
very specific types of SN can make much 244Pu [17], in
which case seeing two of them looks like a remarkable co-
incidence. If such an interpretation were correct, it would
suggest not only that many or most SNe are r-process
sites, but also that their production extends all the way
to the actinides. If this could be established, standard
⌫-driven wind and MHD models must have major omis-
sions. However, actinide production is possible in the
forced neutrino wind or MHD models ⌫⇤ (SA) and SB
discussed in Wang et al. [17].

As seen in Fig. 1, the artificially-enhanced SA model
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FIG. 1. The yellow band indicates the observed 60Fe/244Pu
ratio [18] for 3 Mya. We also show the 60Fe/244Pu ratios
calculated [17] in forced ⌫ wind and MHD SN models (SA
and SB), and in KN models (KA and KB). We present results
for each model both without and including an additional non-
r-process SN source of 60Fe at 100 pc; calculations are for
events 3 Mya, but with a 10 Myr kilonova in the two-step
KA/B+SNnonr models.
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Modeling (PRISM) [21, 22], as implemented in Wang
et al. [17], with baseline nuclear data from [23] and
[24] (FRDM+QRPA), and variations in the masses [25]
(HFB), �-decay rates [26] (MKT), and fission yields [27].
The non-r-process SN 60Fe yields are for an explosion
at 100 pc with Mej,60 ⇠ 10�4.5M� with an uncertainty
discussed in the Supplemental Materials.
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SNe expel 60Fe produced in multiple sites within the
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We show in Fig 2 the uncertainties in these calculations
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100 Mpc away is transported to Earth in dust via ‘pinball’
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field within the SN remnant is compatible with a pulse
of the observed size and duration ⇠ 1 Myr [28], and the
pulse width indicated by the Wallner et al. [18] measure-
ments could also reflect smearing in the crust they study.
Accordingly, we assume that this pulse was produced by
a single SN, and assume that the 244Pu from  4.57 Mya
measured by [18] is associated with this SN. We empha-
size that observations with finer timing resolution would
be needed to confirm this association, but note that many
of our comments below would apply also if it were due
to two or more SNe.
As discussed above, the additional 60Fe peak discov-

ered by Wallner et al. [18], see also Fig. 1 of Fitoussi et al.
[6], is likely due to another SN that occurred ⇠ 7 Mya,
also some ⇠ 100 pc away. We assume that all the 244Pu
from 4.57 to 9 Mya measured by Wallner et al. [18] is as-
sociated with this SN explosion, while emphasizing that
observations with finer timing resolution would be needed
to confirm this association. Under this assumption, the
244Pu/60Fe ratios in the ejecta of the two SNe ⇠ 3 and
⇠ 7 Mya are comparable within a factor ⇠ 2 and indis-
tinguishable in Fig. 1.

This is intriguing, since simulations indicate that only
very specific types of SN can make much 244Pu [17], in
which case seeing two of them looks like a remarkable co-
incidence. If such an interpretation were correct, it would
suggest not only that many or most SNe are r-process
sites, but also that their production extends all the way
to the actinides. If this could be established, standard
⌫-driven wind and MHD models must have major omis-
sions. However, actinide production is possible in the
forced neutrino wind or MHD models ⌫⇤ (SA) and SB
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FIG. 1. The yellow band indicates the observed 60Fe/244Pu
ratio [18] for 3 Mya. We also show the 60Fe/244Pu ratios
calculated [17] in forced ⌫ wind and MHD SN models (SA
and SB), and in KN models (KA and KB). We present results
for each model both without and including an additional non-
r-process SN source of 60Fe at 100 pc; calculations are for
events 3 Mya, but with a 10 Myr kilonova in the two-step
KA/B+SNnonr models.

neutrino wind scenario forced to produce actinides and
a high magnetic field MHD model, denoted by ⌫⇤ (SA)
and SB, respectively, which we constrained using data
on the metal-poor star HD160617. We show in Fig. 1
results from these models, both without and including
ordinary (non-r-process) SN 60Fe production. Our cal-
culations are made using the nuclear reaction network
code Portable Routines for Integrated nucleoSynthesis
Modeling (PRISM) [21, 22], as implemented in Wang
et al. [17], with baseline nuclear data from [23] and
[24] (FRDM+QRPA), and variations in the masses [25]
(HFB), �-decay rates [26] (MKT), and fission yields [27].
The non-r-process SN 60Fe yields are for an explosion
at 100 pc with Mej,60 ⇠ 10�4.5M� with an uncertainty
discussed in the Supplemental Materials.

Neutron star mergers that lead to KN explosions are
much rarer than SNe, but estimates of the KN rate in the
Galaxy are compatible with a KN explosion O(300) pc
away that occurred O(30) Mya. Accordingly, we also
show in Fig. 1 results from two scenarios invoking a KN
explosion 10 or 20 Mya, one a combination of calculations
of dynamical ejecta and a disk ⌫-driven wind (KA) con-
strained to fit data on HD160617, and the other a mod-
ified scenario (KB) that fits data on the actinide-boost
star J0954+5246: both models are described in Wang
et al. [17]. The KN 60Fe/244Pu ratios span a large range
(60Fe/244Pu)KN ⇠ 10�5 to 10�2 when accounting for
model uncertainties, but in the absence of an additional
SN 60Fe source 244Pu is orders of magnitude more abun-
dant than 60Fe in both models. This is because, whereas
SNe expel 60Fe produced in multiple sites within the

event and its progenitor star, the outflows from a neutron
star merger are expected to be su�ciently neutron-rich
to progress robustly beyond the iron peak in the bulk of
the ejecta.
We show in Fig 2 the uncertainties in these calculations

found [17] using the nuclear data variations described
above. We see again that either of the SN models SA or
SB could accommodate the (similar) 60Fe/244Pu ratios
reported by [18] in the periods around 3 and 7 Mya. On
the other hand, both the KN models KA and KB still
predict much smaller 60Fe/244Pu ratios, even when the
uncertainties are taken into account. We therefore con-
clude that the 60Fe pulses and 244Pu detection cannot be
due to KN explosions alone, at least as described by the
models considered here.
We consider first the data of Wallner et al. [18] on the

60Fe pulse from ⇠ 3 Mya. The timing of this signal is con-
sistent with that measured previously in 60Fe deposits in
deep-ocean sediments and crusts [4–9], though this peak
is somewhat broader. A model in which 60Fe from a SN
100 Mpc away is transported to Earth in dust via ‘pinball’
trajectories that are deflected and trapped by a magnetic
field within the SN remnant is compatible with a pulse
of the observed size and duration ⇠ 1 Myr [28], and the
pulse width indicated by the Wallner et al. [18] measure-
ments could also reflect smearing in the crust they study.
Accordingly, we assume that this pulse was produced by
a single SN, and assume that the 244Pu from  4.57 Mya
measured by [18] is associated with this SN. We empha-
size that observations with finer timing resolution would
be needed to confirm this association, but note that many
of our comments below would apply also if it were due
to two or more SNe.
As discussed above, the additional 60Fe peak discov-

ered by Wallner et al. [18], see also Fig. 1 of Fitoussi et al.
[6], is likely due to another SN that occurred ⇠ 7 Mya,
also some ⇠ 100 pc away. We assume that all the 244Pu
from 4.57 to 9 Mya measured by Wallner et al. [18] is as-
sociated with this SN explosion, while emphasizing that
observations with finer timing resolution would be needed
to confirm this association. Under this assumption, the
244Pu/60Fe ratios in the ejecta of the two SNe ⇠ 3 and
⇠ 7 Mya are comparable within a factor ⇠ 2 and indis-
tinguishable in Fig. 1.

This is intriguing, since simulations indicate that only
very specific types of SN can make much 244Pu [17], in
which case seeing two of them looks like a remarkable co-
incidence. If such an interpretation were correct, it would
suggest not only that many or most SNe are r-process
sites, but also that their production extends all the way
to the actinides. If this could be established, standard
⌫-driven wind and MHD models must have major omis-
sions. However, actinide production is possible in the
forced neutrino wind or MHD models ⌫⇤ (SA) and SB
discussed in Wang et al. [17].

As seen in Fig. 1, the artificially-enhanced SA model
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Fig. 1. Simulated evolution of the abundance ratios 129I / 127I, 247Cm / 235U, and 129I / 247Cm 
in a parcel of Milky Way interstellar gas. The time window shown encompasses the time when 
the Sun formed. Each peak is produced by an additional r-process event. The blue and orange 
lines show two arbitrary Monte Carlo realizations for the temporal distribution of those events 
(17). Each event is assumed to eject the same mass of 129I, 127I, 247Cm, and 235U, such that the 
production ratio is equal to one for all three isotopic ratios.  
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129I and 247Cm in meteorites constrain the last
astrophysical source of solar r-process elements
Benoit Côté1,2,3*, Marius Eichler4, Andrés Yagüe López1, Nicole Vassh5, Matthew R. Mumpower6,7,
Blanka Világos1,2, Benjámin Soós1,2, Almudena Arcones4,8, Trevor M. Sprouse5,6, Rebecca Surman5,
Marco Pignatari9,1, Mária K. Pető1, Benjamin Wehmeyer1,10, Thomas Rauscher10,11, Maria Lugaro1,2,12

The composition of the early Solar System can be inferred from meteorites. Many elements heavier than
iron were formed by the rapid neutron capture process (r-process), but the astrophysical sources
where this occurred remain poorly understood. We demonstrate that the near-identical half-lives
(−~15:6 million years) of the radioactive r-process nuclei iodine-129 and curium-247 preserve their ratio,
irrespective of the time between production and incorporation into the Solar System. We constrain the
last r-process source by comparing the measured meteoritic ratio 129I/247Cm = 438 ± 184 with
nucleosynthesis calculations based on neutron star merger and magneto-rotational supernova
simulations. Moderately neutron-rich conditions, often found in merger disk ejecta simulations, are most
consistent with the meteoritic value. Uncertain nuclear physics data limit our confidence in this
conclusion.

T
he rapid neutron capture process (r-
process) is the source of half of the
naturally occurring elements heavier
than iron (1), including iodine, europium,
gold, platinum, and the actinides. How-

ever, the astrophysical sites where r-process
elementswere synthesized and the physical con-
ditions at these sites are not well constrained.
The gravitational wave event GW170817

(2), the identification of its electromagnetic
counterpart, and the inference of lanthanide
elements in the ejecta (3) have shown that neu-
tron starmergers can synthesize at least some
r-process elements. GW170817 provided only
limited information on thenucleosynthesis pro-
cess, as only one specific element (strontium)
has been identified in its spectrum (4). More
detailed isotopic information for r-process
nucleosynthesis is recorded in the composi-
tion of the Solar System. Analysis of primitive
meteorites has produced abundance deter-
minations for all stable isotopes (5), whereas
abundances derived from stellar spectra typ-
ically provide elemental abundances only.
The Solar System’s stable isotopes include

contributions from multiple nucleosynthetic
events (supernovae, compact binary mergers,
etc.) that occurred at any time between the
birth of the Milky Way and the formation of
the Sun. This evolution is difficult to model
but can be simplified by considering radio-
active isotopes with half-lives of several mil-
lion years (Myr). Analysis of meteorites has
shown that such isotopes were present at
the formation time of the first solids [the

calcium-aluminum–rich inclusions (CAIs)]
in the early Solar System (6). Because those
radioactive isotopes have all decayed over the
lifetime of the Solar System, their initial abun-
dances are inferred from excesses of the
daughter isotopes they decay into. Radio-
active isotopes reflect a smaller number of
nucleosynthesis events than stable isotopes,
specifically the events that occurred shortly
before the formation of the Sun. We consider
the early Solar System abundances of two
radioactive isotopes with half-lives of 15.7 and
15.6 Myr, respectively: 129I and the heavier
actinide isotope, 247Cm. We adopt abundances
of these isotopes (Table 1) from previously
published analyses of meteorites (7–9), where
they are reported as ratios with reference
isotopes 129I/127I and 247Cm/235U.
The process of comparing these isotopic

ratios directly with predictions from simu-
lations and determining the nucleosynthetic

sources that enrich interstellar gas with heavy
elements is highly uncertain. The abundance
ratio 129I/127I has a stable isotope in the de-
nominator, the abundance of which depends
on the complete galactic enrichment history
before the formation of the Solar System. This
ratio is therefore affected by uncertainties in
the star formation history, the amount of in-
terstellar gas in theMilkyWay, and the amount
of 127I removed from the interstellar gas by
galactic outflows (10). The 247Cm/235U ratio is
less affected by those uncertainties because
235U has a half-life of 704 Myr, which is short
relative to the ~8 to 9 billion years of galactic
enrichment before the formation of the Sun.
The 247Cm/235U ratio is still affected by the
uncertain time interval between the synthesis
of these elements and their incorporation into
the early Solar System. This delay is ~100 to
200 Myr for r-process isotopes (11), during
which 247Cm and 235U decay exponentially.
Because their half-lives differ by a factor of
50, the 247Cm/235U abundance ratio diverges
from its original value before being locked into
the Solar System.
Enrichment of the interstellar gas from

which the Solar System formed was not con-
tinuous but stochastic (12). It is therefore
unknown how many enrichment events are
recorded in the isotopic ratios derived from
meteorites. Because the radioactive abundances
from each event decayed for an unknown
amount of time, the relative contributions are
even more uncertain.
Using the 129I/247Cm abundance ratio by-

passes those uncertainties because of the com-
bination of two properties. First, 129I and
247Cm have the same half-life, within un-
certainties, so their ratio is not strongly af-
fected by decay over time. Second, both isotopes
are short-lived compared with the average time
elapsed between r-process events, so their ratio
probably reflects only one event (supplementary
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Table 1. Early Solar System isotopic ratios involving radioactive nuclei produced by the
r-process. Column 5 provides the early Solar System ratio of each isotope listed in column 1 relative
to that in column 3, with the half-lives of these isotopes (28–30) given in columns 2 and 4,
respectively. All uncertainties are 2s (11).

Short-lived
radionuclide

Half-life (Myr) Reference
isotope

Half-life (Myr) Early Solar
System ratio

References

129I 15.7 ± 0.8 127I Stable (1.28 ± 0.03) × 10−4 (7)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

247Cm 15.6 ± 1.0 235U 704 ± 2 (5.6 ± 0.3) × 10−5 (8, 9)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

129I 15.7 ± 0.8 247Cm 15.6 ± 1.0 438 ± 184 See text
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .
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The origin of the heaviest elements in the r-process of nucleosynthesis has been one 
of the greatest mysteries in nuclear astrophysics for decades.

Despite considerable progress in the past 
several years, including the first direct 
detection of an r-process event, the r-process 
site(s) has not been definitively determined. 

The neutrino and nuclear physics of candidate 
events remains poorly understood. Accurate 
interpretation of r-process observables such as 
elemental and isotopic ratios, abundance 
patterns, and light curves require advances in 
these areas.

summary

accessible FRIB Day 1
FRIB full reach

Mumpower, Surman, McLaughlin, 
Aprahamian, JPPNP 2016


